Cisco Case Study

Aleron—Lower Cost, Faster Deployment, Higher
Performance Applications via Optical IP Backbone and MPLS
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As a result, any of Aleron’s backbone nodes, anywhere in the world, is only one router hop away. This provides faster, latency-free traffic and
dedicated bandwidth inside of the network.
“A service provider might link to Aleron in London and then connect to an exchange in Tokyo with only two hops in between. Through LDP,
this bandwidth can also be guaranteed and dedicated to the customer, and the bandwidth can be increased up to 622 Mbps or decreased
within 24 hours,” explains Lutts.
Offering Global IP Services
Beta customers, including foreign ISPs, tested the Aleron network’s features in early 2002 and full production and service began soon after.
Foreign ISPs with peering relationships with providers in the United States have been interested in the Aleron service to connect their points
of presence (POPs).
“Instead of buying a private line to connect their U.S. POPs, foreign ISPs connect them through a virtual circuit from us,” says Lutts. “So we
become their virtual U.S. network, a network that is very scalable, very flexible, easy to deploy, and with service comparable to a private line
or ATM or Frame Relay network—but at much lower cost.”
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